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Notes:

While there has not been a comprehensive history of contemporary architecture in Ireland from 1950 – present-day, this writer acknowledges the small assortment of excellent anthologies of essays combined with catalogues of selected twentieth century buildings, namely: Becker, Annette, Oliver, John et al., Twentieth Century Architecture in Ireland, (The Royal Institute of Architects of Ireland), 1997/50 Years; Anne, Sean et al., Buildings on the Edge of Europe: A Survey of Contemporary Architecture in Ireland Embracing History, Town and Country, (R.I.A.I., 1996); Galway John (ed.), 150 Years of Architecture in Ireland, (R.I.A.I., 1985); The Irish Builder: RIBA Year-Book, Plans; The Builder: Architectural Survey, Building Survey; Green Book. Annual award schemes such as the RIBA Gold Medal and the AAI New Irish Architecture awards (1986 – ongoing).
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